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  NESTON PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Jan 2017 

 
Behaviour Policy 

 

Our Positive Behaviour Policy at Neston School will follow this overall framework: 
 
 A statement of the beliefs and values of the school 
 General principles which apply throughout the school community in all situations 
 Operational procedures to be followed for good choices or poor choices 
 A description of roles and responsibilities 
 A description of how the policy will be monitored 
 A description of who will be involved and when and how the policy will be  

evaluated 
 
 
The Aims of our School 
 
Together we wish to build aspirations and encourage success through the 
cornerstones of the 4Rs of Building Learning Power.  We appreciate the value of 
learning and celebrate success through:   
 
 Resilience -the emotional aspects of learning 
 
 Resourcefulness -the intellectual aspects of learning 
 
 Reflectiveness -the strategic aspects of learning 
 
 Reciprocity -the social aspects of learning 
 

Rationale 

We would like our children at Neston to develop the skills that will prepare them for a 

lifelong learning journey. 

                                                                                                   

Standards of learning behaviour     (Ofsted Guidance) 
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We strive to achieve high standards of learning behaviour and have 4 steps towards 

achieving this: 

1. Children respond positively to rewards and sanctions 
 

2. Children contribute to creating a safe and secure environment. 
  

3. When moving around the school, children are calm, orderly and considerate 
showing high levels of courtesy 

 

4. Children’s mature, thoughtful behaviour is an outstanding factor in their 
successful learning and creates an extremely positive school ethos. 

 

All adults at Neston School will: 

 

 Foster positive attitudes towards everyone where achievement at all levels is 
acknowledged and valued 

 

 Provide a stimulating, caring, purposeful learning environment throughout the 
school where children feel safe and valued and are given the opportunity to 
achieve their full potential  

 

 Encourage independence, self discipline and raise self expectations so that 
children learn to accept responsibility for their own behaviour and learning 

 

 Ensure a clear and consistent approach to behaviour throughout the school 
that is supported by children, staff, parents, governors and visitors 

 

 To continue to build upon the values of Neston Primary School. 

 To promote an atmosphere where children have good self esteem and are 

equipped with the skills to form positive relationships 
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Operational procedures 

 

Good Choices Stepping Out for Success 

Our reward system is clearly displayed prominently throughout the school. We 

promote positive behaviour with our ‘5 stars for Good Choices’, plus for those who 

consistently make Good Choices, there is an opportunity to be invited to the ‘Mrs 

Evans Good Choices Tea Party’ 

 

Poor Choices 

If a child makes poor choices a hierarchy of consequences is followed. 

Stepped approach to consequences: 
 

 Look 

  

 You need to…………… 

  

 Consequences C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 will be applied 
 
 
 
Use of Force and Restraint. 
 
Neston Primary School staff are committed to ensuring the wellbeing of all children 
and staff at Neston Primary School.   If a child displays persistently challenging 
behaviour then a de-escalation plan will be put in place, shared with staff and 
monitored regularly.  On rare occasions, it may be necessary for adults in school to 
use measures termed as physical interventions.  These may be put in place when 
there is an imminent risk of injury to self or others or damage to property.  There are 
two members of staff who are trained in these techniques which are designed to de-
escalate situations and keep all children and staff safe.  Mrs Evans and Ms Fallon 
have been trained in these techniques. 
 
 
Exclusions 
If an incident is serious then the child will be sent to the head teacher  and in  very  
serious cases of inappropriate behaviour the school will follow the formal procedures 
as set out by Wiltshire Council for fixed term or permanent exclusion of a child. 

 
Bullying 
Bullying of any kind is unacceptable and as a school we are committed to providing a 
safe, caring and friendly environment for everybody at school.   
Bullying is defined as:  
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The Behaviour of an individual or group that intentionally hurts another individual or 
group physically or emotionally. The behaviour is usually repeated over a time and it 
is difficult for those being bullied to defend their selves. Bullying can take many forms 
and is often motivated by prejudice against particular groups, for example on grounds 
of race, religion, gender, sexual orientation. It might be motivated by actual 
differences between children, or perceived differences.  
 
This definition is based on the definition in Safe to Learn: Embedding anti-bullying 
work in schools DCSF 2007 and Preventing and tackling bullying: Advice for 
headteachers, staff and governing bodies. Department for Education, July 2013 
 
 The main types of bullying are: 

  Emotional - unfriendly behaviour, excluding, tormenting e.g. hiding books, 
threatening gestures 

  Physical - pushing, kicking, hitting, punching or any use of violence;  Racist - 
racial name calling, taunts, graffiti, gestures;  

 Sexual - unwanted physical contact or sexually abusive comments;  

 Religious – a negative or unfriendly focusing on religious difference or how 
somebody expresses their faith  

 Homophobic - focussing on the issue of sexuality;  

 Transphobic - intentionally making someone unhappy because of their sex or 
because they may not be perceived to conform to normal gender roles. 

  Verbal - name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours, teasing; 

  Cyber - all areas of the internet e.g. email & internet chat room misuse; mobile 
phone threats by text messaging & calls; misuse of associated technology e.g. 
camera & video facilities. 
 
 Preventative strategies  
 
To help prevent bullying we need to ensure that staff, parents/carers and pupils and 
governors  

 have an understanding of what bullying is and know what the school policy is and 
what they should do if bullying occurs; 

  understand their responsibility to report incidents of bullying so they may be dealt 
with to prevent reoccurrence.  

 follow the ‘Home School Agreement’ which sets out expectations for behaviour etc.  
 
School staff will develop a whole-school approach to developing pupils’ social and 
emotional skills through;  

 rewarding and celebrating good social skills;  

 offering peer support 

  developing school/class rules;  

  involving the children in decision making over issues that affect them, such as 
using the play equipment, through the school council  

 helping to resolve issues of unacceptable behaviour with the child/children involved 

 providing individual support and/or small-group work for pupils related to social and 
emotional skills  

 regularly using PSHE lesson and circle time etc. to teach social and emotional skills 

 staff will investigate all incidents of bullying, any serious situations will be dealt with 
by the headteacher or deputy head. 

  governors will monitor incidents of bullying through termly headteacher reports to 
the governors.  
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Procedures  

 Pupils, parents and staff should report bullying incidents to a member of staff; 

  All cases of bullying should be recorded by staff and a copy given to the 
headteacher; 

  In serious cases parents/carers should be informed and will be asked to come in to 
a meeting to discuss the problem;  

 The bullying behaviour or threats of bullying will be investigated and bullying 
stopped quickly; 

  Help will be given to help the child/children who are bullying change their 

behaviour and to understand the impact the bullying behaviour has had;  Support 
will be available for the person being bullied;  

 In serious incidents the situation will be monitored by staff to ensure that the 
bullying has stopped permanently.  
 
Reporting and recording incidents  
 
Both bystanders and pupils being bullied must realise that ‘not telling’ means that 
bullying is likely to continue and other people will get hurt. A record of all bullying 
incidents and the action taken is maintained by the headteacher. The sanctions 
imposed will be in line with those outlined above and will depend on the severity of 
the incident/s, the age of the child or any special educational need or disability they 
may have. Sanctions will be applied fairly, proportionately, consistently and 
reasonably, taking account of any special education needs (SEN) or disabilities that 
pupils may have and taking into consideration the needs of vulnerable children. In 
very serious bullying cases the school reserves the right to exclude a pupil who has 
been involved in a very serious incident/s of bullying 
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Action 1 running in school, interrupting in class, name calling, 
poor behaviour in line, not sharing, wasting time, making 
noises, not listening to others, swinging on chairs, drawing in a 
book, fidgeting, inappropriate talk. Not listening 

Consequence 1 a repeated verbal warning (or just a warning?) 

Action 2 repeated A1s, stealing, throwing things, damaging 
property, swearing as part of a conversation, rough play, 
pushing. shoving, unkind remarks, spitting on the floor, misuse 
of toilets, tone of voice, teasing, destroying others’ work, 
defiance, dangerous behaviour, lies, throwing food, leaving 
class without permission, coming into school without a band, 
temper tantrums 

Consequence 2  a further warning – if poor choice continues to 
be made child is removed from the situation and sent to a 
different area of the classroom or playground (against wall 
during playtime, hall during lunch) 

Action 3 repeated A2s spitting at another, bad 
language/gestures, walking out or away from school, refusal to 
follow instructions, inappropriate touching, dangerous play, 
arguing with or rudeness towards an adult 

Consequence 3 If poor choice continues, child is sent to a 
partner class, with an explanation of misdemeanor.  This is 
recorded in the class behaviour record book. (or on a post it to 
be passed to the class teacher for inclusion  in the behaviour 
book later if action occurs at lunchtime/playtime)  
Parents/carers are informed by the class teacher. 

Action 4 Intended violence to another, racism, repeated or 
significant stealing, malicious name calling, name calling related 
to gender/race or appearance, bullying, fighting, graffiti, 
vandalism 

Consequence 4 If poor choices continue after re-joining class 
the child will be sent to the head teacher/deputy head teacher 
or designated teacher for one lesson period.  The child will 
receive an appropriate negotiated consequence.  
Parents/carers will be contacted by the head teacher and the 
incident recorded on the BIRF (behaviour incident report form) 

Action 5 Injury requiring external medical assistance, malicious 
serious damage to property, extreme behaviour as above, off 
site, repeated C4 misdemeanors will be scrutinised by the 
leadership team and appropriate action taken 

Consequence 5 In a minority of cases there will be the need for 
serious consequences to be applied.  These will be at the 
discretion of eth HT and in consultation with senior staff.  (see 
exclusion section) 
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You are making Poor Choices 

 

Remember YOYOB – you own your own behaviour – you can 
 put things right 

 

 

The adult will give you a look to help you to make a good choice 

 

The adult will remind you about making good choices 

 

C1 The adult will tell you to make a good choice 

 

C2 You will be sent to a time out space to think about how you can put things right.  This may 

result in you losing some playtime and/or lunchtime. 

 

C3 You will be sent to a different classroom, your name will be put in a class behaviour book 

and your parents/carers will be told 

 

C4 You will be sent to the HT or DH and your name will be put in the whole school behaviour 

book and your parents/carers will be asked to come into school  

 

C5 This is VERY SERIOUS and could lead to exclusion 

  

 

REMEMBER THAT EVERY DAY IS A NEW START 
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Special MDSA responsibilities 

During lunchtime it will be the responsibility of MDSAs to maintain the positive behaviour 

policy, ensuring that they use appropriate strategies for promoting positive behaviour.  

If however there are occasions when a child makes a poor choice MDSAs will implement the 

Consequences above with the following difference: 

 If a child continues to make poor choices they will be sent to the hall or wall to spend 
time out of their lunch play (C3). This will be recorded on a post-it and sent to the class 
teacher. 

 

This will allow teachers to take the necessary action i.e. inform parents  

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The children will; 

 Strive to work to the best of their abilities and allow others to do the same 
 Make Good Choices. 
 Treat others with respect and the way they would like to be treated 
 Understand that their actions affect others and to take responsibility for their actions 

and accept any consequences 
 Co-operate with those trying to support them 

 

Adults within school will; 

 Promote the school Mission Statement 
 Provide a positive role model, developing a warm caring relationship with the children, 

encouraging respect and ensuring equality of opportunity 
 Teach effectively so that each child’s potential can be realised through high 

expectations in standards of work and behaviour 
 Teach children the behaviours expected at school and support them in developing 

social, emotional and behavioural skills 
 Work in partnership with the parents 

 

The parents will; 

 Work in partnership with the school staff to promote the expectation for positive 
behaviour at school 

 Ensure children attend school regularly and punctually 
 Take an active interest in their child’s progress and support the school in setting the 

highest standards in all aspects of school life 
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How will the policy be monitored? 

The Leadership Team will monitor the policy in the first instance. Any alterations will be 

discussed, agreed and implemented following evaluation.  Staff will feedback to the 

Leadership Team after as part of monitoring process. The School Council will also feed back 

to staff. 

 

Who will be involved? 

All staff and a representation of children will be involved in the monitoring process, and the 

Leadership Team will report on interim progress.  

 

When and how the policy will be evaluated 

Monitoring will indicate:- 

 What has worked well? 

           What needs to be improved upon? 

           What needs to be changed? 

The policy will then be presented to the Governing Body for ratification according to the 

timetable of policy review. 

 

 


